
AGENDA 
DEANS COUNCIL MEETING 
2:30-4:00 pm, February 24, 2014 

A-701 
 

I. Online Instruction Subcommittee Report -- Cindy Stewart 
 
Stewart presented results of surveys of faculty members and administrators at 
UHD, focusing on perceptions of online education, what is needed to improve 
it, whether standards are being set, whether faculty are being motivated to 
do online, etc. Also got feedback from administrators who didn't get a chance 
to respond before. TTLC offers Quality Matters training. Everyone in Psyc is 
required to do the training, for example. 
 
II. UHD BS in Health Services -- Stewart 
 
Degree proposal made based on research done with hospitals; what kind of 
degree could help students get health jobs? Three tracks to choose from: 
Health Services; Human Development & Aging; Health Research. Proposal 
working its way through process. Initial reaction is ok from other UHS 
campuses; they just don't want us in health administration. 
 
III. IDEA Evaluation System for Classes 
 
Talking about rolling out IDEA, which is a well-known class evaluation system. 
Need to do broad faculty training. Susan Henney and Gail Evans asked to lead 
this. 
 
IV. Faculty Evaluation Revision 
 
Committee continuing to work on. 
 
V. Emphasis on Summer Enrollment 
 
Need to go up 14% this summer; we have been declining the last few years. 
Education down 77% over last 3 summers. Consultant working with them. 
Overall 28% drop over last 3 years. Provost said we have to look at things 
that never "make," stop offering. Things that always fill, offer more sections. 
Schedule has to be completed in 3 weeks. Sometimes things driven by what 



faculty want to teach, but we have to get past that. Summer is beginning of 
base year for regular funding, as well as HEAF for next 5 years. 
 
VI. Individual Review of Students not Admitted Unconditionally 
 
Committee led by Bill Waller and Tomikia Legrande preparing to review 
students who would be conditional admits. Will require them to do Summer 
Bridge program. 
 
VII. Activity Insight (faculty data system) 
 
Will discuss more in future. It is used by College of Business, but not sure of 
reporting abilities. Provost will meet with Doveanna Fulton and John Lane to 
discuss further then come back to us. 
 
VIII. Freshman/University Seminars 
 
Training postponed to start March 21. Will need about 120 sections. 
Discussion of how to promote and help students find seminars they like. 
Another issue is how seminars are designated so credit for SCH's is allocated.  
 
IX. Miscellaneous  
 
So much going on right now, but Provost wants to meet with college advisors, 
NSSE results indicate ways they could improve. 


